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OPTIMAL CONTROL OF NONLINEAR SYSTEMS
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Abstract: The contribution presents defined problems of a control of nonlinear
systems, processes with constraints and limitations. Optimality conditions for a
control and iterative gradient methods of nonlinear systems optimization have been
given . The defined problem with the Lagrangian criterion function is converted to
an optimization problem of the theory of games. In order to solve such a problem, the
search for a saddle point of a functional, an algorithm of an iterative method has
been designed. There are also presented algorithms designed based on gradient
methods (e.g. Generalized Method of Reduced Gradient) using the projection
principles to solve mathematical models of the tasks of processes optimal control,
where constraining conditions and limitations to state and control variables of the
process are fulfilled.
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1. Introduction
Methods development of an automatic control of systems is connected with the
development of optimizing methods. Optimizing methods enable the development of
such control methods as an adaptive control method, robust control method,
predictive control method, and intelligent control method. The development of
optimizing methods itself is based on iterative gradient methods, conjugated gradients
as well as on a changeable metric. Algorithms designed based on the mentioned
optimizing methods enable to quicken the processes of searching for an extreme of a
criterion function in a minimum number of steps. Algorithms of optimizing methods
which make use of the principles of projection enable to solve optimization problems
under the fulfillment of limiting conditions which evidently has a great influence on
the development of the whole group of modern control methods that for the
calculation of the control effect utilize a mathematical model of the process
determined based on the measured process data (MPC methods and algorithms). At
present, a great success has been achieved by agent and colonic control methods as
well as methods and genetic algorithms used in the system of off-line techniques
applied to the searching for a global extreme of a criterion function. The applications
of the mentioned methods and their algorithms to nonlinear processes modeling and
control, systems, significantly contribute to the improvement of approximation
properties of modeling processes as well as to the improvement of a control quality of
selected types of a control (Athans & Falb, 1986), (Hrubina & Jadlovska, 2002),
(Hrubina et al., 2010), (Jadlovska & Hrubina, 2011). The aim of the contribution is,
based on the defined problems of a control of nonlinear systems with limitations, to
present the use of iterative optimizing methods. We also aimed at the solution of the
Lagrange problem through the method that converts the problem to the optimization
problem of the theory of games. In order to find a saddle point of a functional, an
algorithm of an iterative method is used. Another aim is to present the algorithms
designed based on gradient methods applying projection principles to the solution of
mathematical mode the tasks of processes optimal control.
2. Formulation of problems to solve
Let us suppose that the dynamics of a nonlinear system of processes is
expressed by a system of nonlinear differential equations of the form

x t u  f xt u,ut ,t 

(1)

with the initial condition x( 0 u )  x 0 where , x  x1 , x2 ,, xn  is a state vector
of a controlled system u  u1 ,u2 ,,ur  is a control vector , t is time, f .,. is ndimensional vector function, which is continuously differentiable; further on, there is
given a set of constraining conditions
x  X  Rn
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(2)

where X is a closed domain in n-dimensional Euclidean space Rn (state space).
U a closed domain in r-dimensional Euclidean space Rr (space of a control), t0 the
beginning, T the moment of a controlled process completion; and finally, a functional
is defined in the form
J B u    g xt u ,ut ,t dt   xT u 
T

(3)

0

in which the functions g( x,u,t ), ( x ) are scalar functions. The task is to find
such a control, which would transfer a controlled system from any initial state
x( t 0 )  x 0  X to the environment of the final state x( T )  x T  X , it satisfies the set
of constraining conditions (2) and minimizes a functional (3), which is called
a criterion for optimal control. This problem in which a functional is defined by
a criterion of the form (4) is called the Bolza problem. In the role of a terminal
control, instead of a functional (3), there is a functional of the form

J M ( u )   x( T u )

(4)

The problem defined by a system of nonlinear differential equations (1)
limiting conditions(2) and a functional (4) is called the Mayer problem. In case that
the functional (3) is expressed in the form

J L ( u )  0 g x( t u ),u( t ),t dt
T

(5)

where g( x,u ,t ) is a scalar function, continuously differentiated according to x
and u. In the domain R n  R r , the problems (1), (2) with a functional (5) are called
the Lagrange problem. Based on the theory we know that the Bolza and Mayer
optimization problems can be converted to the Lagrange optimization problem, where
subintegral functions in criteria J M ( u ) and J B ( u ) will contain a gradient of the
function  (x) . In practical problems, there are often limitations to a control u( t ) , of
which let us state the following expressions
1)

| u j ( t ) |  j ( t ) j  1, , r

2)

2
2
  j ( t )u j ( t )   ( t )

3)

u( t ),N( t )u( t )  

r

j 1

2

(t )

T

4)

2
2
  j ( t )u j ( t )dt   j , j  1,2,r
0

2
 u( t ),N( t )u( t )dt  

T

5)

0
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where a scalar product is denoted as .,. ,  j ( t )  0 ,  j ( t )  0 ,  ( t ) and N( t )
is a square matrix of the r-th order,  j and  given positive constants, (Bellman,
1967), (Boudarel &Delmas, 1987), (Golder &Kubik, 1983), (Huba, 1999), (Cea,
1971).
3. Optimality conditions
For the Lagrange problem, the optimality conditions can be expressed by a
theorem.
Theorem 1 If a control u( t ) U is supposed to be a solution to the Lagrange
problem, it is necessary that the following conditions are satisfied
min
 G( t u ), u( t )  u( t )dt  0
uU
T

(6)

0

It is obvious that the condition (6) will be valid for the Bolza and Mayer
problems considering that the function G will be substituted for the function GB or GM.
Similarly, we can state the optimality condition also with the use of a maximum
principle.
Theorem 2 An optimal control u( t ) in the Lagrange problem, optimal
trajectory x( t u ) and optimal vector function ψ( t u ) for t  0,T  are the solutions to
( 2n  r ) systems of equations
x( t u )  x 0   f x(  u ),u(  ),  d
t

0

ψ( t u )   Fx(  u ),ψ(  u ),u(  ), d
t

(7)

u( t )  Φx( t u ),ψ( t u ),u( t ),t 
T

where the function F ( x, ψ ,u,t ) is the right side of the differential equation
 ( t u ) where ψ( t u ) satisfies the condition of a transcendent ψ( T u )  0 thus
ψ
F x( t u ),ψ( t u ),u( t ),t  

  x f ( x( t u ),u( t ),t )* ψ( t u )   x gx( t u ),u( t ),t 

(8)

4. Iterative gradient methods of nonlinear systems optimization
In order to find an optimal control ut  , an optimal trajectory xt x  and
a vector function ψ( t u ) in the Lagrange problem for t  0,T  , the relations (7) i.e.
2n  r  equations were presented in the previous paragraph. Based on iterative
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gradient methods we will calculate the sequence of a control u 1 ( t ) , u 2 ( t ) , ..., u k ( t ) ,
u k 1 ( t ) , based on the recurrent relations

u k 1 ( t )  u k ( t )  k u k ( t )  u k ( t )

(9)

and the corresponding trajectories x( t u 1 ) , x( t u 2 ) ,..., x( t u k ) , x( t u k 1 ) , ...,
and the auxiliary vector functions ψ( t u 1 ) , ψ( t u 2 ) , ..., ψ( t u k ) , where x( t u k ) is
the solution to the system of integral equations (the first equation (7)), ψ( t u k ) is the
solution to the system of integral equations (the second equation (7)) and finally

u k t  is the solution to the last equation in the relation (7). It is known that the

value of the step k can be selected in a different way (Hrubina, 2001), (Hrubina
&Jadlovska, 2002).
5. Optimizing methods applied to the solution of problems of control with
limitations
In optimization problems of an automatic control system with a fixed time for
a process control, besides the limitations to a control ut   U (for example, the five
mentioned types) there can also be the limitations of the form
 g i x( t u ), u( t ), t dt  0 , i  1,,m1 ,

T

(10)

0

 g i x( t u ), u( t ), t dt  0 , i  m1  1,,m1  m2 ,

T

(11)

0

f i x( t u ), u( t ), t   0 , i  1,,n1 ,

(12)

f i xt u, ut , t   0 , i  n1  1,,n1  n2

(13)

where the functions g i x ,u ,t  and f x,u ,t  are within the interval t  0,T 
continuous and continuously differentiable according to x and u in R n  R r and the
natural numbers m1, m2, n1 a n2  0 are finite. In case that the limitations (10) to (13)
occur in the Lagrange problem for the minimization of the functional J L u  of the
form (5), in order to solve a mathematical model of the process (1), (2) with a control
ut  U the two methods are used
1) The method which converts the Lagrange problem to an optimization problem
of the theory of games.
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2) The method of embedding, which resides in the fact that the Lagrange problem
with the limitations (10) to (13) is converted to the problem of searching for
the control u t   U based on the condition of a functional minimization
J u  solving the systems (1) and (2):


J u   min
I u 
uU

(14)

The essence of the method of the Lagrange multiplications is that the Lagrange
problem with the limitations (10) to (13) is substituted for the problem of finding a
saddle point u( t ) , ψ( t ) of the functional
J (u, ψ )  J (u) 

m1  m2


i 1



n1  n2

T

i 1

0

 

1

T

 i  g i x(t u), u(t ), t dt 
0

(15)

(t ) f i x(t u), u(t ), t dt

satisfying the conditions





J (u, ψ)  min max J (u, ψ)  max min J (u, ψ) ,
 ψΨ uU
uU 
 ψΨ
ψ   1 ,, m1 m2 ;  1 (t ),, n1 n2 (t ),

(16)

Ψ  Ψ1  Ψ 2  Ψ 3  Ψ 4

Ψ1   i  (,) pre i  1,, m1 ,

Ψ 2   i  [0,) pre i  m1  1,, m1  m2 
Ψ 3   i (t )  L2 [0, T ] pre i  1,, n1 ,

Ψ 4   i (t )  L2 [0, T ],  i (t )  0 pre i  n1  1,, n1  n2 .

Theorem 3 Let (u, ψ)  U  Ψ be such a couple of elements for which the
equations (6) are satisfied and let the functional J (u, ψ) be convex-concave owing to
u and ψ. Then (u, ψ) is the solution to the defined problem, i.e. (u, ψ) is a saddle
point of the functional J (u, ψ) , (Jadlovska & Hrubina, 2005), (Macura & Macurova,
2009).
The functional F (u m , ψ m ) satisfies Theorem 3, it has a derivation up to the
second order and also satisfies the Lipschitz condition. In order to calculate the
sequence of the couples (u1 , ψ1 ) , (u 2 , ψ 2 ),, (u m1 , ψ m1 ) , the following recurrent
relations will be used in an algorithm
u m1  u m  k f (u m , ψ m )
ψ m1  ψ m  k g(u m , ψ m )
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in which the value of the step k  0 is selected in various ways based on
certain conditions.
6. Iterative algorithm of a gradient method used to determine a saddle point of a
functional with constraints
Step 1 Selection of initial values u1 , ψ1 and a value of a parameter of the numerical
method ε .
Step 2 Initiation of a control variable of the cycle m  1 .
Step 3.Calculation J (u m , ψ m ) , g1 (u m , ψ m ) , g 2 (u m , ψ m ) .
Step 4 If the condition F (u m , ψ m )   is satisfied proceed to Step 8, otherwise continue
to Step 5.
Step 5 Selection of the step k value.
Step 6 Calculation of the values of the elements u , ψ according to the recurrent
relations (17).
Step 7 Write m : m  1 continue to Step 3.
Step 8 u  u m , ψ  ψ m .
Step 9 End of the calculation.
Algorithm of an iterative gradient method can also be used to search for
a functional saddle point J (u, ψ) with a limitation (u, ψ)  Ψ . In such a case, when
satisfying the condition in the 4-th Step, we verify the fulfillment of another
condition (u m , ψ m )  Ψ and in case that it is not satisfied, we define the functions
based on which we calculate u m1 , ψ m1 and then we proceed to Step 7 otherwise we
continue to Step 8, (Hrubina&Jadlovska, 2002),(Jadlovska, 2003)
m1

m1

7. Mathematical model of the tasks of static and dynamic optimization
7.1 Formulation of the static optimization problem
Let us have the set D  Rn and the function of multivariables x1 , x2 , ... , xn
which are indicated
J(x1 , x2 , ... , xn)  R ,

or

J(x)  R ,

xD.

Then we search for x0 so that the following is satisfied
x0  D ,

J(x0)  J(x),

x  D  R

(18)

where D is the set representing possible solutions to achieve the determined
goal.
The solutions that belong to the set D are considered to respect certain
constrains and the set D is often called the domain which is created by the constrains.
Let the domain D be defined by the following constraints
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a) a system of equations
gi(x) = 0 , pre i = 1, 2, ... , m

(19)

where x is a column vector, x = (x1 , x2 , ... , xn)T  D  Rn .
b) a system of inequalities
hj(x)  0,

for j = 1, 2, ... , m

(20)

The function J(x) represents the criterion (a cost function), which provides
information about the possible solution. The formulation of the optimization problem
(18), (19) or (18), (20) addresses investigation of the solution x0, in which the cost
function J(x) obtains optimum value. Optimization problems are classified according
to the criterion function (linear, non-linear); and constraints g(x), h(x). In general, we
speak about the problems of programming (see the table)
Criterion function
J(x)
1. linear
2. linear

Contraints
g(x), h(x)
linear
linear

x

Type of the problem

Linear programming
integer Integer programming
Quadratic
3. quadratic
linear
programming
4. convex
convex
Convex programming
Tab.1 Classification of programming problems
Note: The literature often presents the optimization problems under the heading
linear programming problems or non-linear programming problems (under the
ordinals 3, 4).
Since the variables within the defined optimization problems the criterion
function as well as within the constraints are not dependent on the time, such
optimization problems are also called the problems of static optimization. They also
include the where the variables are independent on the time. In order to solve
a specific problem related to the static optimization, the method is chosen according
to the type of the problem. A simplex algorithm is used to solve the problem of
a linear programming. If a specific problem is related to a non-linear programming,
then the dimensionality of the problem is decisive when choosing the method. With
one-dimensional optimization problems the following methods can be used
 investigative methods,
 deterministic investigation with a firm or an adaptive strategy,
 dichotomous investigation,
 the Fibonacci numbers method.
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In order to solve the problems of a dynamic optimization, in which the
variables are dependent on time, the methods or algorithms based on the calculus of
variations, the maximum principle as well as the Bellman principle are used.
The statistical methods are applied to solve optimization problems of
a statistical character
 analysis of regression,
 correlation analysis,
 scheduled experiment, (Hrubina, 2001), (Jadlovska, 2000), (Jadlovska, 2003)
(Jadlovska, 2005).
7.2 Formulation of the dynamic optimization problem
The principal task of the dynamic optimization is to determine the vector u(t) of
the control variables of the real system in dependence on time t so that the functional
t1

J(x(t), u(t)) =  f (x(t), u(t)) dt

(21)

t0

obtains the extreme value and the following conditions are satisfied
dxi  t 
 fi (x(t), u(t)) ,
dt
x(t0) = x0 , x(t1) = x1

and

gj (x(t), u(t))  0 ,

i = 1, 2, … , n

(22)

j = 1, 2, … , m

(23)

where x(t) is a state vector and u(t) is a vector of a real system control. The
vectors x(t), u(t) are apparently dependent on time, fi (x(t), u(t)) and gj (x(t), u(t)) are the
variables functions u(t) and x(t) non-linear in general. Components of the vectors x(t),
u(t) belong to the convex sets and f(x(t), u(t)) is a convex function for each x(t) and u(t).
Functional J(x(t), u(t)) (21) is the criterion of a dynamic optimization. Differential
equations (22) express a dynamic model of the investigated process, while the
inequalities (23) represent the constraints of the control area, (Ekeland & Teman,
1976), (Hrubina, 2001).
8. Algorithms of gradient methods
In the following part of the paper we suppose that the reader has theoretical
knowledge of iterative methods presented in ref., (Athans&Falb, 1976), (Boudarel et
al.,1977). We will deal with the solution of optimization problems in which the
mathematical model of the process, object is expressed by:
 a cost function J(x), (18),
 a cost function J(x) under the conditions of the equality type (19),
 a cost function J(x) under the conditions of the inequality (20).
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8.1 The essence of the gradient method algorithm
Let us search for the minimum of the convex cost function J(x). Let us have
initial the initial point x(0), the coordinates of the next point are determined by means
by means of the recurrence formula
x(r+1) = x(r) + h v (r)

(24)

where h is a chosen positive constant and v(r) is a chosen direction creating an
acute angle with the direction of the gradient J(x) . Let us indicate gradient of the cost
function
 J

T

J 


 J(x) = grad J(x) = Jx(x)  
,  ,
 xn 
  x1

(25)

We will consider a discrete gradient method since the optimization problems
will be solved with PC. We obtain the gain of the cost function J(x), after the
development J(x) to the series of Taylor is provided. The principle of the gradient
methods lies in the creation of the so-called minimizing sequence x(r) of the
recurrence relation
x(r+1) = x(r) – h  J(x(r))

(26)

where the constant h is chosen so that it is valid J( x(r+1) )  J(x(r))  …  J(x(1))  J(x(0))
In order to complete the calculation in the process of investigation of the minimum
value of the cost function, the following condition can be used  J(x(r+1)) – J(x(r))   
where  is a beforehand chosen small positive number. After the required accuracy of
the point x .is obtained, the iterative process of the calculation is stopped. We know
that the investigated minimum x according to the conditions of the theorem, must
satisfy  J( x ) = 0. And the matrix H( x ) Hessian must have positive definite values.
8.2 Algorithm of the projective gradient method (conditions of the quality type)
In many branchy of science it is necessary to calculate the optimization
problem of the following type.
Let us find the minimum of the cost function J(x), i.e.
J( x ) = min J(x1 , ... , xn) , x  D ,

(27)

Under the conditions of the equality type
gi(x) = 0 , i = 1, ... , p ; x  D  Rn , p  n.

(28)

We suppose that the function J(x) and the function gi(x) are in a given domain
continuous and differentiable. Each point x, for which the conditions (28) are
independent linear conditions will of which it follows that the matrix G having the
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 gi  x 
will be of the p-th order. In order to solve (27), (28), our aim is
 xj

to create the iterative algorithm by the use of the cost function gradient in the point
x(r) as well as the gradient of each function gi(x) in the point x(r), (the coordinates of
the point x(r) are either known or they are chosen for r = 0, i.e. for the initial point).
Therefore we provide the development of the cost function (27) as well as that of the
functions occurring in the conditions (28) to the series of Taylor
J(x + x) = J(x) +  JT (x) x + O( x )
2

g(x + x) =g(x) + G(x) x + O( x )
2

thus, the problem of minimizing (27), under the fulfillment of the conditions (28) is
transformed to the problem of investigation such  that
T  = d2 , G = 0 , J(x)   min

(29)

presents the theoretical proof of the calculation procedure of (27), (28); in the
following chapter we present the created algorithm of the projective gradient method
with the instructions on the application to the solution of optimization problems
(Hrubina, 2001). Let us create Lagrangian function (, , u) based on the equation
(29) to express the vector  and  in order to calculate the coordinates of the point
xr 1 in the iterative process according to the relation
xr 1 = x

(r)

– h  I – GT(x(r)) (G(x(r)) . GT(x(r)))– 1 . G(x(r))   J(x(r))
δ r  ,

To calculate x(r+1) we use a correction step
x(r+1) = x

r 1

(30)

thus

+ δ r 

(31)

hence we obtain
x(r+1) = xr 1 – GT( xr 1 ) (G( xr 1 ) GT( xr 1 ))– 1 . i

(32)

where i = gi ( xr 1 ) .
In case that the calculated coordinates of the point, x(r+1) owing to the relation
(32) do not satisfy the conditions (28) with the satisfactorily accuracy, we perform
another correction step and the same procedure is applied until the required accuracy
is obtained. With the application of the gradient method algorithm, in each iterative
step for the cost function and the functions gi(x) we must calculate
 the gradient of the function J(x) in the point x(r), i.e.  J(x(r))
 the gradient of each function gi(x) in the point x(r) , i.e. G(x(r))
 the gradient of each function gi(x) in the point xr 1 , i.e. (G( xr 1 );
According to the theoretical results and ref. (Jadlovska, 2003), (Jadlovska, 2005),
(Hrubina, 2005) we will create algorithm of the projective gradient method
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Step 1 Load the parameters values  , h and the values of the coordinates of the initial
point x(0) = ( x   , x   ,  , x   ).
Step 2 Calculate the value of the cost function J(x(0)), its gradient J(x(0)) as well as
calculate the individual elements of the matrix (gij) , i.e. the functions
derivations gi(x) in the point x(0), i.e. determine the matrix for the conditions.
0

1

0
2

0
n

G(x(0)).

Step 3 Calculate the projection of the direction vector v according to the relations
A = G . GT ; B = A– 1
C = GT B ;
Q = C . G , t. j. v = (1 – Q)  J

Step 4. Calculate the coordinates of the new solution vector xr 1 = x(r) – hv ; r = 0, 1,
Step 5 Calculate the coordinates of the deviation vector – gamma of the conditions,
i.e. i = gi( xr 1 ); and the Euclidean norm of the gamma vector γ .
Step 6 In the case that the norm of the gamma vector satisfies the conditions,
continue calculating, otherwise go on calculating the correction step: r = – C
and x(r+1) according to (32) and continue with the Step 5.
Step 7 Calculate the difference between the values of the cost function  J = J(x(r+1)) –
J(x(r)).

Step 8 In the case that  J  0 is satisfied, continue calculating, otherwise reduce the
value of the step, h (e.g. in 1 ) and continue with the Step4.
2

3
h).
2

Step 9 Increase the value of the step h (e.g. in

Step 10 If the condition of the iterations completion is satisfied J(x(r+1)) – J(x(r))  .
Complete the process of calculation, otherwise save the values of the vector x(r+1) in
the memory x(r) and J(x(r+1)) in the memory J(x(r)) and continue calculating Step
2.
8.3 Algorithm of the generalized method of reduced gradient (GMRG)
Let us consider the problem defined by the cost function (27) and the
conditions of the equations type (28), (according to the subchapter 8.2).
We suppose that J(x) and gi(x) are continuous and differentiable in the give domain.
Let us disintegrate vector x

x=

 x1 


  
 x 
 n 
  


 xn  m 

; xN =















 

xn 
x1



; xB =

 x n 1 


  
  


  


 xn  m 

(33)

into vector xN (of independent variables) and vector xB (of basic variables).
Similarly, vector 
 J

J

J

J




,  ,
,
,  ,
 JT = 
 xn  xn 1
 xn  m 
  x1
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J 


,  ,

x

xn 
 1

;

 J BT =
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 J
J 


,  ,

x

xn  m 
 n 1

(34)
Based on the matrix Gx , we create two sub-matrices GN and GB ; (m, n), (m,m)

Gx =

 g1
  g1
,  ,
,


x
 xn
 1
g
 gm
 m ,  ,
,
 gxn
  x1

 g1
 g1 
,  ,

 xn 1
 xn  m 
 gm
 gm 

,  ,
 xn 1
 xn  m 

(35)

Let us indicate the reduced gradient of the cost function J(x) as RJ  vT and its
numerical calculation is carried out on the basis of a derived equation
v =  JN – GNT L

(36)

where  JN , GNT , L are matrices having the dimensions (n, 1) ; (n, m) ; (m, 1) . Elements
of the matrix L are determined according to the equation
GBT L =  JB

(37)

The calculation of the values of the independent variables is performed
according to x N(r 1)  x N(r ) – h v(r) and according to the basic variables
gi( x N( r 1) , x B(r ) ) = 0

(38)

By this procedure, based on the allowable solution of x(r) , we determine the
values of both dependent and independent variables, thus obtaining the coordinates
of the new point x(r+1) .The completion of the calculation is provided by the use of the
criterion
J(x(r+1))  J(x(r)) +  ,

or

 = 10– 4

(39)

 x(r+1) – x(r)  

(40)

Gradient methods belong to the iterative methods, therefore the problems of
convergence have been investigated, and it is proved that hopt  2
(the
1   m

convergence speed of the iteration process depends on the ratio of the matrix numbers
H( x ). The matrix H is called Hessian and has positive definite values, therefore its
numbers can be arranged :0  1  ...  m ). Based on the theoretical results, we create
algorithm of the generalized method of the reduced gradient. Algorithm of the
generalized method of a Reduced Gradient (GMRG)
Step 1 Load the parameters values: h , ; and the values of the independent variables
vector xN,, xN (0) = ( x   , x   ,  , x   ).
0

1

0
2

0
n
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Step 2 The base creation and the calculation of the cost function value.
Step 3 The v direction calculation according to the relation (20) for the following
iteration.
Step 4 The calculation of the independent variables values according to the relation
(22) and the calculation of the set of equations in order to calculate the value of the
variables of the vector xB (23).
Step 5 The determination of the vector x value in the r-th iteration
Step 6 In case that the values of the vector x are negative, we proceed to Step7,
otherwise, we proceed to Step 10.
Step 7 We reduce the value of the Step h.
Step 8 If the value of the step h is smaller than the condition determined, in order to
exchange the base, we proceed to the Step 9, otherwise, to Step4.
Step 9 We provide the exchange of the basic vectors and we proceed to the Step3,
otherwise, the calculation is finished.
Step 10 We calculate the value of the cost (criterion) function in the (r+1) iteration.
Step 11 We compare the value of the cost function in the r-th iteration with that in the
(r+1) iteration; if the value is smaller, we continue calculating, otherwise, we proceed
to the Step7.
Step12. We use a higher value of the step h and we calculate the values of the cost
function in order to complete the calculation in the iteration process; in case that the
condition of the required values calculation accuracy is satisfied, the calculation is
finished, otherwise, we proceed to Step 13.
Step 13 Save the results of (r+1) iteration of the x as well as the values of the cost
function and continue calculating by the Step 3.
9. Generalized method of reduced gradient for the solution of discrete problems
of optimum control of systems
Principal ideas of the generalized method of reduced gradient (GMRG) are
discussed and main mathematical relations concerning the reduced gradient (the
projection of the control vector) are formulated. An approach for the calculation of
the vector of state variables and of the control vector is presented, including an
algorithmic description of the GMRG procedure.
9.1 Discrete problems of optimum control of systems
The problem of optimum control is discussed for a discrete-time system which
described by the mathematical model in the vector form
x(t+1)



f(x(t),u(t), t ), t = 0,1, T – 1

(41)

The limitations
a(t)  x(t)  b(t)

for

t = 0, 1, ... , T

(42)

(t)  u(t)  (t)

for

t = 0, 1, ... , T – 1

(43)

are taken into account and the criteria function
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T

J ( x(t), u(t) ) =  f 0 ( x(t), u(t), t ) dt

(44)

t0

J ( x(t), u(t) ) = f0 ( x(T), T) ,

T > t0

(45)

are applied for a fixed value of the time T . The functions f, f0 are continuously
differentiable in respect to x(t), u(t) for any t , x(t) are column vectors of the state
variables, u(t) are column vectors of the control variables, a(t), b(t), (t), (t) are
column vectors in the respective spaces. The problem consists in determining the
admissible control vector u(t), minimizing ( maximizing) the functional (45) or (46)
and satisfying the conditions (42), (43) and (44). Various approximate (Hrubina,
2001) numerical methods are applicable in solving this problem of optimum control.
These procedures can be divided into two groups
a) those making use of the maximum principle (Pontryagin, 1961), (Dolezal,
1981).
b) direct methods, starting from the selection of a suitable class of basic functions.
The application of the generalized method of reduced gradient (GMRG) to the
problems of non-linear programming represents a natural extension of Wolfe´s
method of reduced gradient. A series of numerical experiments is described in ,
applying programmers based on the GMRG algorithm, (Hrubina, 2001). The aim of
the present paper is to demonstrate the applicability of the GMRG algorithm to the
direct solution of a defined problem of optimum control of systems.
9.2 Theoretical foundations of GMRG
The fundamental idea of GMRG can be successfully applied to the solution of
discrete problems of optimum control in systems, such as defined by the relations
(42), (43), (44) and (45) or (46). Let us designate by (t) the row vector of the dual
variables in relation to the vector (42) at the time t and, in a similar manner, by (t),
(t) the dual vectors in relation to the vectors (43) and (44). The validity of the
relation
 f0
=
 xN

 f0

 xB

 f

  xB





1

f
 xN

(46)

where xN is the vector of independent variables and xB is the vector of basic variables,
for the reduced gradient is demonstrated in ( Hrubina & Jadlovska, 2002).
The relation (47) can be expressed in the following concise form
=

f 0 (

xN) +  f  ( xN)

(47)

the components of the vector  defining the Lagrange multiplicators.
The relation (48) can be transformed into the following relations
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(t) = - (t - 1) + (t)

f
, for t = 1, 2, ... , T - 1
 x t 

(T) = - (T - 1) + f 0 ( x(T) )
(t) = (t)

 f
 ut 

for t = 0, ... , T - 1

(48)
(49)
(50)

The Jacobian (42) contains the sub-matrices H(0),…,H(T - 1); K(0), K(T - 1) where
f
 f
H(t) =
, K(t) =
The simplest case is obtained for a(0) = b(0), a(t) = -  , b(t)
 x t 
 ut 
= +  , for all t = 1, …, T. The basic matrix may be selected in such a manner to remain
constant for any iteration. The basic vectors of this matrix are x(0), x(1), ... , x(T). The
application of the examined method presumes the knowledge of at least one
admissible solution x(t), u(t). The subsequent gradual substitution of x(0) = a(0) and of
the given values u(t) for t = 0, 1, ... , T - 1 into the relation (1) yields the values x(t) for
t = 0, 1, ... , T - 1 (direct step). This procedure of calculating the vectors for x(t) from the
given values u(t) is called the Runge-Kutta Method ( R.K.M.) approach
(from***http://www.emeraldinsight.com). Thus the defined control vector u(t) for t =
0, 1, ... , T - 1, as well as the state vector x(t) for t = 1, ... , T (such as calculated by
means of the R.K.M. procedure) are known at the start of the iteration. The
introduction of (t) = 0 into the relation (49) allows the determination of (t) by
means of (50), (49) and of (t) by means of (51) for any t = T - 1, ... , 0. For this
purpose the following substitution (T - 1) = f 0 ( x(T) ) is applied and the values
(t - 1) = (t)

f
 x t 

(51)

(t) = (t)

 f
 ut 

(52)

are calculated for all t = T - 1, ... , 1 (inverse step). Moreover the value of the step h1
of the projection of the control vector u(t ) on the interval is determined, using the
relations
for u i t  - h1  i t    i t 
 i t 

u~i t    i t 
for u i t  - h1  i t    i t 
u t   h  t 
in the remaining cases.
1
i
 i

After having calculated the vector u(t ) the R.K.M. approach is applied again
to determine the vector xt  . The step h1 is adapted in such a manner to obtain
J xT   J xT 

The iterative process is stopped when the condition
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J xT   J xT   

is satisfied for the positive number , chosen in forward.
10.Conclusion
The contribution presents a mathematical model of nonlinear systems,
processes control, which is expressed by a system of differential equations,
constraining conditions, limitations and a defined criterion of an optimal control –
a functional in the form of Bolza, Mayer and Lagrange. In general, the Lagrange
optimization problem was solved, since the Bolza and Mayer problems can be
converted into it. Limitations to a control u(t ) and optimality conditions were stated.
In order to find an optimal control u(t ) , a trajectory x(t u) , the essence of the iterative
gradient method was stated. The use of optimizing methods applied to the solution of
control problems with limitations was also shown. The first method converts the
Lagrange problem to an optimization problem of the theory of games. For searching
a saddle point of a functional we present an algorithm of an iterative gradient method
which can be used also in case that there are defined limitations to an optimization
problem of the theory of games. For the defined mathematical model of the task of
the system optimal control in a discrete shape with limitations to state and control
variables, the algorithm was designed based on a generalized method of a reduced
gradient (GMRG). The GMRG theory yields an effective approach not only for the
establishment of an algorithm for the solution of the problems of non-linear
programming but moreover for the solution of the problems of optimum contsystems,
too. Numerical experiments on several defined problems were performed wit the
application of the developed programmes, showing satisfactory convergence.
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